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Multiplayer
Description
The multiplayer component of Return to Castle Wolfenstein is a teambased game that pits an Axis
team against an Allied team in one of three gameplay modes: Objective, Stopwatch, or Checkpoint.
Not all of the play modes are available on all of the maps. You play as a member of the Axis or
Allied team, as one of four classes.
Objective (wolf MP) is the default multiplayer mode. In this mode, the Axis and Allied teams will
each have one or more objectives to accomplish within a time limit. The first team to accomplish all
of its objectives wins.
Stopwatch (wolf SW) mode is similar to Objective mode but with a twist after every round, the
teams will switch sides and will have to beat the other team's time from the previous round. Note:
You cannot change teams in this game mode.
In Checkpoint (wolf CP) mode, the teams battle for control of checkpoint flags in several areas on a
map. The first team to simultaneously control every checkpoint flag or the team that has the most
flags when the time expires, wins.
Tips & Tactics: Watch your ammo levels. Make sure you reload after
every battle so you'll be ready for the next one.

One key difference between RtCW multiplayer and other games is the notion of reinforcements. In
RtCW, you enter a limbo mode and return to the game at various intervals as part of team
reinforcements. See the Limbo section for more information.

Important Differences
There are some important gameplay differences between Return to Castle Wolfenstein single player
and multiplayer. In multiplayer some weapons take longer to fire, or have a larger area of effect, or
slow down movement when wielding them. You can't carry as much ammo in multiplayer, nor can
you carry more than one twohanded weapon at a time. There is no health or ammo placed in the
map in multiplayer; you will have to get these from a Medic (health) or Lieutenant (ammo) on your
team.
Certain weapons function differently in multiplayer than in single player. For example, some
weapons take longer to fire, or have a larger area of effect, or slow your movement down when
wielding them. Some of the specific differences between single player and multiplayer:
Single Player

Multiplayer

More used by sprinting and
jumping.
Run speed is reduced when
Flamethrower
active.
Larger blastradius, delayed
No delay to launch, some delay to reload but not as much launch, slow to reload. Run
Panzerfaust
speed is reduced when
as in multiplayer.
active.
Run Speed is reduced when
Venom
active.
Barbed Wire
Doesn't hurt
Hurts a lot.
Wolfenstein Lore: The inspiration for one the most prominent of RTCW
villains is Dr. Schabbs. In Wolf 3D Schabbs personified the most
diabolical of all Nazi endeavors, experiments with people. Instead of
equipping him with normal weapons, the diabolical doctor was equipped
with hypos filled with his serum for the undead.
Stamina

Used by sprinting and jumping

The Main Menu
Single Player:
Multiplayer:
Options:
Credits:
Quit:

Switch to single player
Join or Start a multiplayer game
Change the game settings
People who made the game
Exit to Windows.

Finding a Server and Connecting
Overview
To play multiplayer, connect to a game server running a game. Anyone can create a server, so there
should be many available on the Internet. Servers are the master computers running the game.
Some may be on machines that are also being used to play the game while others may be
€œdedicated€ servers that are just hosting for other people.
Connecting to your ISP
For Internet play, connect to your Internet Service Provider (ISP) before starting multiplayer. If you
have a cable modem or DSL access, you may have a persistent connection, so you won't need to do
anything special. See your Windows and ISP documentation for information on how to connect to
your ISP.
Setting your Data Rate
Once you are online, start Return to Castle Wolfenstein multiplayer, and click on the
MULTIPLAYER button in the multiplayer main menu. Next click on MULTIPLAYER SETUP and
change your Net Data Rate to the appropriate setting for your computer. Using the correct net data
rate will provide the best performance.
Tips & Tactics: The Lieutenant is the only person on the field with
binoculars. These can be used not only to call in air strikes, but
also to monitor enemy movements. The Lieutenant should use chat in
order to advise teammates on what the enemy is doing.

Joining a Game
To join a game first select MULTIPLAYER to access the server browser. The server browser offers
a number of options to help you locate a game. Click on the Source button to switch your server
browser source from Local to Internet games. The server browser list provides information about
each server. Sort the list of servers by selecting the tab above each column in the list. You'll
generally experience less performance problems on a server with low ping times.
Press Refresh to update your browser with the latest list of servers. To reduce the list being updated
you can filter games by game Type and Friendly Fire.
Wolfenstein Lore: In Wolfenstein 3D Hitler appears in three guises. The
first is a decoy flown around on wires, with a flamethrower mounted in
its chest. The third is Adolf in steel motorassisted battle armor,
with four chainguns. If you manage to knock Hitler out of his death
armor, he pops out fast and furious firing two machineguns.

Connect to a Specific Server
To connect to a server doubleclick on its name, or click once to highlight it and then click on
ACCEPT.

If you like a particular server, you may want to add it to your favorites list by clicking on Add
Favorite. You can see your favorites list by clicking on the Source button to change the source to
Favorites.
Some servers may require a password to connect. To set a password, open the password box and
enter the appropriate password.
Tips & Tactics: Fire in short bursts. You'll be more accurate and
you'll waste fewer bullets.

Creating a Server
If you want to use your computer as a server, click on MULTIPLAYER from the multiplayer main
menu and then click on CREATE SERVER. From here you will be able to select the map you want
the server to run and several other options.
The options are as follows:
Friendly Fire:

Turns friendly fire on or off on the server.
No  Start a local server and a local client.

Dedicated:

LAN  Start a local area network dedicated server [no local client].
Internet  Start a server that can be seen on the Internet through
the master server.

Host Name:

This is the host name displayed in the join server browser.

Enable Voting:

Enables or disables change map voting and player kick voting.

Maximum Players:

Sets the maximum number of players on the server at one time.

Min/Max Ping:

Sets the minimum and maximum ping allowed per player. Setting
this to 0 means no limit.

Even Teams:

If set to yes, this will force newly connected clients to join the
team with the least number of players.

Synchronous Client:

Used when recording demos.

Max Rate:

Maximum rate that the server will send out information, if 5000,
then all clients can't go any higher than 5000 for their rate settings.

Zombie Time:

Number of seconds before a client is removed from the active
players if no data is received.

Reconnect Limit:

In seconds, time before you can try to connect to the server again.

Choose standard Objective multiplayer (MP), Stopwatch Mode
Game Type: wolf SW wolf MP (SW), or Checkpoint (CP). Not all modes are available in all
wolf CP
maps. The list of available maps for each game type are listed on
the left.
Password:

Select your password here. Note: Your password is case sensitive.

Advanced provides a menu of additional server options, such as the time limit for the round, axis
and allied respawn times, maximum number of lives per player, and others. Please refer to the
readme file included on the disc for a full description of these options.
Wolfenstein Lore: Wolfenstein 3D introduced the Grosse family to PC gaming. The twin Nazi bosses
Hans and Gretel Grosse packed two chainguns and wore armored body suits.
Tips & Tactics: Soldiers can drop their weapons to pickup better
weapons on the field.

Axis vs. Allies
You play as one of two teams in multiplayer  the Axis or the Allies. You can choose whichever
team you would like, and can even switch teams while playing if you wish. However, if you do
switch, you will have to wait in limbo for 30 seconds (see below) before actually switching to your
new team.
There are two easy ways to distinguish your teammates from your enemies. First, Allied team
members all wear tan and green. Axis team members all wear gray and black and are dressed in
trench coats.
Second, if you aim at a teammate, you get a status popup on them showing their name, class, and
health. If you put your crosshair over an enemy, you won't get that information.
Character Classes
There are four character classes available in multiplayer the Soldier, the Engineer, the Medic, and
the Lieutenant. Each class starts out with a twohanded weapon, a pistol, a knife and grenades. The
Soldier gets to choose from any of the twohanded weapons, and the other classes get special
equipment as described below.
Soldier
The soldier class is the standard infantry for both sides, and is the only class that can use all of the
twohanded weapons, such as the sniper rifle and the Panzerfaust (rocket launcher).
Tips & Tactics: Medics allow each member on a team to start with +10
health points (to a maximum of 140). This alone makes them important
to have. In addition, they can drop First Aid kits and revive fallen
comrades.

Engineer
The engineer is the demolition expert, the only class that can use dynamite for destroying objectives
and large obstacles. The engineer can also repair damaged MG42 emplaced machine guns.
Assaulting teams NEED to have at least one engineer.
Tool for repairing stationary guns, arming dynamite, and defusing dynamite placed by opposing
engineers. These actions take time and you will need to keep the fire button depressed until the
action is completed. To select the tool, the default key is (5). To arm or diffuse dynamite you must
first place your crosshair over the dynamite. A Hint icon will appear. A bar beneath the icon will
indicate your progress.
To select the dynamite, the default key is (6). Certain obstacles and objectives can only be destroyed
by dynamite. To use the dynamite, you must first place it, and then arm it with your engineer tool.
The engineer tool will automatically come up when you use the dynamite. Dynamite that has been
placed but not armed emits a yellow glow. Dynamite that has been armed glows red. Dynamite left
unarmed will dissolve.
If an obstacle or objective requires the use of dynamite, you will see a dynamite icon close to your
crosshair. If the dynamite you plant can destroy the obstacle or objective, there will be a

confirmation message.
Medic
The medic is an extremely important support class, replenishing health for teammates and even
reviving fallen comrades on the battlefield to avoid having to reinforce. A medic starts with extra
health and the medic's own health regenerates over time. Further, when there is a medic on a team,
all players on that team spawn in with 10 extra health points. Medics can drop health packs for other
players. There is a power bar on the right side of the HUD indicating if you can drop packs.
Tips & Tactics: Depending on the terrain, it is often very difficult
to arm or diffuse dynamite. To get the best access to the timer,
CROUCH over the dynamite and point your crosshair at the timer.

Drop health pack. The default key is (6) to select health packs. Press fire to drop one.
The syringe is used to revive fallen players. The default key is (5) to select the syringe. Stand over a
fallen teammate, and press fire to revive.
Fallen teammates that can be revived are marked with this icon. Only medics can see this icon.
Lieutenant
The Lieutenant provides ammo for teammates and carries a longrange radio for calling in air strikes
and artillery bombardments. All lieutenant special abilities draw from the power bar, located in the
lower right hand corner of the HUD.
The lieutenant can generate ammo packs, drawing from his power bar. The default key to select
ammo packs is (6). Press fire to drop one.
A Lieutenant can request an airstrike by marking a target with a smoke grenade. Airstrikes can only
be called if the power bar is at least half full. To call an airstrike select the smoke grenade by
pressing (5). Press fire to throw. Airstikes are aborted if the target cannot be acquired, (i.e. if it is
indoors.) The status of the airstrike will be radioed to you.
A Lieutenant can request an artillery attack by identifying a target through binoculars. Press B to
select the binoculars and fire to request the attack. A smoke round will mark the position, followed
by a tensecond artillery barrage. This can only be called when the power bar is full. Artillery
attacks are aborted if the target cannot be acquired, (i.e. if it is indoors.) The status of the attack will
be radioed to you.
Tips & Tactics: If a player on the ground drops their gun, they've gone
into limbo and can no longer be revived by a Medic.

The HUD

1. Objective Info
The Objective Information shows the time remaining in the match as well as team flags for quick
reference on which team controls the map's objectives. More Objective Information is available
through the Scores menu, which is brought up by hitting TAB.
2. Team Overlay
The Team Overlay shows the name, location, current health, and class of all your teammates. Set the
team overlay short/long/off from the Options menu.
1) Off €“ No team overlay
2) Short €“ Name and health of teammates
3) Long €“ Name, location, and health of teammates
3. Power Bar
The Power Bar shows how much power you have. All special class abilities and some weapons draw
on the power bar. The Power Bar slowly recharges after use.
4. Weapon Info
In the lower righthand corner, the HUD displays your Weapon Information, including an icon
representing your current weapon, your current ammo clip, and your reserve ammo.
5. Compass

The Compass helps you navigate maps and find teammates. When a teammate makes a request,
icons appear on the rim of the compass to help lead you to their location. A corresponding icon also
appears above the requesting player's head. The size of the icon lets you know how near or far the
requesting player is from you. You can turn the Compass on or off from the Options menu.
6. Max lives
Shows the number of lives remaining. This indicator is only present if you are playing on a server
that is using the max lives setting. If it is not present, there is no limit to the number of lives you
have.
7. Health
This displays your current Health.
8. Stamina Bar
The Stamina Bar shows how much stamina you have for sprinting and jumping. Stamina regenerates
over time. Jumping reduces stamina, though you can still jump once your stamina is depleted.
Tips & Tactics: If you're carrying one of the heavy weapons, you can
switch to a knife or pistol to walk faster.
Wolfenstein Lore: The turkey dinners found in RTCW are just one of
many nods back to the original shooter classic. Two meals missing off
the RTCW buffet is dog food and gibs. In Wolf 3D the everresourceful
hero could stomach anything if his health was low enough.

Objectives
The Objectives for the game will vary depending on the map you are playing, the gameplay type
selected, and the team you choose to play. If you ever forget the Objectives, you can look at them
again in the Limbo menu by clicking on the OBJECTIVES tab.
When players capture the objective items on a map, such as the War Documents in Beach, the
carrier is marked with an exclamation point icon above their head. When the special item carrier is
killed, they drop the special item where they die. The offensive team can then pick the item up
again, or the defensive team can return the special item to its original position simply by running
over it. If no one picks the item up, it will eventually return to its original position by itself. You are
notified on your radio when an objective item is taken or secured.
Demolition objectives are marked with the dynamite damage icon. You are notified on your radio
when dynamite has been planted or disarmed near an objective.
Checkpoints and forward reinforcement position objectives are designated by flagpoles. Touch the
flagpole to raise your team's flag.
Limbo Menu, Death and Reinforcements
When a player is killed (health is at 0), they have the option to wait for a medic to revive them
(unless they have been blown to bits). Otherwise, the player may go into the limbo menu by hitting
their Jump key (the default is SPACE). While waiting to return to the game, players have the option
to change their class or weapon as well as watch their teammates still in the game. At regular
reinforcement periods, players return to join the fray again. Players do not reinforce if they are still
waiting for a medic to revive them on the battlefield.
Tips & Tactics: It is best to change your class prior to dying so that
you'll be ready to reinforce quickly.

Click on the Objectives tab for a refresher on the goals of your team.
Forward reinforcement positions are represented by flagpoles. To take a reinforcement position you
must raise your team flag by touching the flagpole. In the Limbo Menu, players can choose
locations to spawn near. The game will pick the closest spawn location from the available spawn
points. By default, the game attempts to spawn the player at the most forward position. Some areas
can only handle a limited number of reinforcements. When the limit is reached, additional players
spawning in will arrive at their default locations.
The defending team will be unable to take certain forward spawn point flagpoles. A defender
touching one of these flagpoles will lower the attacking team's flag (if it has been raised), but
cannot raise the defending team's flag. Lowering the attacking team's flag will prevent the attacking
team from spawning at that forward spawn point, though the defending team will still be unable to
spawn there.
Max Lives
The server may be configured to allow only a maximum number of lives or reinforcements per
player. If this is the case, you will see your number of lives on your main HUD, represented by a

number next to a helmet. If you use all of your lives, you will see the message No More Respawns
This Round and will only spectate until the next round. If this option has been enabled on the server,
then as an alternative to meeting all the objectives, your team can win by completely eliminating all
the lives of the entire opposing team.
Wolfenstein Lore: In the full version of Wolfenstein 3D hold down the
"M" key as the intro screen displays and you'll go to a jukebox of the
game's songs.

Multiplayer Options
Controls Menu
Look Controls
Default Zoom: Sets the default zoom level when using binoculars or scoped weapons.
Zoom Levels: Sets how much zoom is available when using binoculars or scoped weapons.
Misc Controls
Open Limbo Menu: When in game, this will take you to the Character Setup screens.
Drop Weapon: Soldiers and Lieutenants can drop their two handed weapon in the game. This will
let them pick up other weapons from fallen players.
Playing as a Team
The key to success in multiplayer no matter which mode you're playing is teamwork. There's no
health or ammo on the maps what you spawn in with is what you get. If you get low on health, you'll
need a medic. If you get low on ammo, you'll need a lieutenant. If you need to blow up or open a
door, wall, radar tower, etc. you'll need an engineer. If a machine gun just isn't going to provide
enough firepower, you'll need a soldier.
Tips & Tactics: Make sure you call "Medic" if you're lying on the
ground waiting for help. Don't overdo it though. There may not be a
medic around who can help.

Teams that work together, employing a combination of classes and weapons, will generally be much
more successful than teams that don't. The benefits of having a medic to dispense health and revive
downed teammates, a lieutenant to call in air and artillery strikes and dispense ammo, and an
engineer to dynamite certain doors or other areas or to defuse the enemy's dynamite are huge when
teamed with a few wellarmed soldiers.
Don't shoot your teammates. Excessive teamkilling will be punished. Everybody slips with the
trigger finger once in a while, but do it enough and you'll have a hard time finding places to play. If
you are teamkilled, you can file a complaint. A player with a set number of complaints will be
automatically kicked from the game.
Chatting

Chatting is a great way to work with your team or to taunt your opponents. To send a message
everybody on the server can see, press your CHAT button (the default is T) and type in whatever
you want to say, followed by ENTER. To send a message only to your teammates, press your TEAM
CHAT button (the default is Y) and type your message followed by ENTER.
Don't mix these up. The results could be disastrous!
Wolfenstein Lore: Following the completion of Wolfenstein 3D id
software developed the retail released sequel, Spear of Destiny. Part
of the inspiration for the follow up came from the 1977 DC Special:
The Untold Origin of the Justice Society. Before the team had
finished, the game programming had begun on id's next title, DOOM.

Quick Chat
Quick chat sends default voice messages to your teammates (or, with the Global Quick Chat options,
to all players on the server). Quick Chat messages are the only requests for assistance that are
indicated on the compass. To access the Quick Chats, press your QUICK CHAT button (the default
is V) and choose from the menu that appears. Quick Chats are available as both numeric and
alphabetic commands. Select which you prefer from the Options/Chat menu.
Etiquette
When you play multiplayer, you're playing in an online community, and you should follow certain
commonsense rules of etiquette just like you would in any other community. Chief among these is
avoiding teamkilling. Aside from that, a simple Sorry or Oops quickchat when you accidentally, say,
dust three teammates with a bad airstrike, is a good idea.
Remember also that your teammates aren't there to serve you, they're there to play. Shouting the
same quickchat over and over again (Medic! Medic! Medic!) is less, rather than more, likely to yield
the result you want.
As a general rule, play the game, be a good sport, don't irritate the other players, and they won't
have to call a vote and kick you from the server.
Good luck!
Tips & Tactics: One wellplaced headshot is worth several to the body.

